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Abstract.
The main purpose of this paper is to show that a
regular semigroup S is a semilattice of bisimple semigroups if and
only if it is a band of bisimple semigroups and that this holds if and
only if 3) is a congruence on S. It is also shown that a quasiregular
semigroup 5 which is a rectangular band of bisimple semigroups is

itself bisimple.

In [3, Theorem 4.4] it was shown that a semigroup S is a semilattice of simple semigroups if and only if it is a union of simple semigroups. The purpose of this paper is to obtain corresponding
results
for a semigroup which is a semilattice
of bisimple regular semigroups. Unfortunately,
a semilattice of bisimple semigroups need not
be a union of bisimple semigroups as illustrated
by a simple w-semigroup constructed
by Munn [S]. However, we get some equivalent
conditions for such semigroups. In particular we show that a regular
semigroup is a semilattice of bisimple semigroups if and only if it is
a band of bisimple semigroups.

1. Equivalent conditions. In this section we consider a set of equivalent conditions for a semigroup 5 to be a semilattice
of bisimple
semigroups. We adopt the terminology and notation of [2].
Lemma

1.1. Let S be a semilattice

ß of semigroups

Sa and let D be a

Si-class of S. Then, either Sai^D = □ or DQSa.

Proof.

Suppose Sar\D?£\Zi. Let aaESa(~\D.

If bßESß and aaS)bß,

then there exists cyESy (/y£ß) such that aa6icy and cy£bß. Also
aa6iCy implies that either aa=cy in which case y= a, or there exist
X\ES\, y^ESp (X, n in ß) such that aax\=cy and cyyß = aa. However,
since S is a semilattice
of the semigroups
Sa, aax\ESa\
and cyy„
ESyt¡. It follows that7=aX
and a=yn and so y^a and a^y. Thus,
in either case, 7 = a. Likewise, y=ß. Therefore, a = ß and D<^Sa.

Lemma 1.2. Let S be a semigroup. If abS)ba for all a, b in S, then 3)
is a congruence on S.
Proof. Let a£>b. Then there exists xES such that a£x and xtRb.
Since £ is a right congruence and (R is a left congruence,
we have
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for cES, ac£xc and cx(Rcb. That is, acQxc and cxS)cb. Since by hypothesis xcSDcx, and cb£>bc, then acSibc and also calDcb. Thus 3D is a
congruence on S.
Lemma 1.3. Let S be a semigroup which is a semilattice
semigroups. Then 3Dis a congruence on S.

of bisimple

Proof. Let 5 = U„eí¡ Sa be a semilattice of the bisimple semigroups
Sa. Then, by Lemma 1.1 each Sa is a union of SD-classes of S. However, since Sa is bisimple, any two elements of Sa are ©-related in
Sa and hence in 5. Consequently,
Sa consists of a single 3D-class of 5.
Thus the SD-classes of 5 are just the subsemigroups
Sa and hence 3D
is a congruence on 5.
As defined in [4], an element x in a semigroup 5 is said to be
quasiregular if there exist elements a, b, c, dES1 such that x =xaxb
= cxdx. A semigroup S is quasiregular if every element of 5 is quasiregular. From the results in [4], we find that a regular semigroup is
quasiregular,
but the converse does not necessarily hold.

Theorem
1.4. A quasiregular semigroup S, which is a rectangular
band of bisimple semigroups, is itself bisimple.

Proof.

Let 5 = U {Síx|í£/,

X£A]

be a rectangular

band of the

bisimple semigroups 5,-x and let 5 be quasiregular.
Let Xi\ESa,
yjßESja- Since £&%» is quasiregular,
there exist elements a, b, c, d
in 5l such that
.4.1)

xayjuaxixy^b

= Xayju

cxixyjudxi\yju

= Xi\yiu.

and
(1.4.2)

However,

(1.4.1)

implies

that

plies

Xi\yjn£yj„dxi\yja,

and

that

Xi\yj»aXi\ESi\ and y^dx^y^ES^,
follows that

i, jEI

Xi\y^aXi\6iXi\yJß and (1-4-2)
hence

Xi\yjUaxi\£)yjUdxi\yjp.

imSince

and Si\ and S,-„ are bisimple, it

Sa and SjU are contained

in a single SD-class of 5 for all

and X, /¿£A. Thus .S is bisimple.

Theorem
group S.

1.5. The following

(A) 5 is a semilattice

are equivalent for any regular

semi-

of bisimple semigroups.

(B) For a, bES, ab£>ba.
(C) 3Dis a congruence on S.

(D) If e,f, gEE(S), where E(S) is the set of idempotents of S, then

<3Df=Ki)egSifgand (ii) ge&gf.
(E) S is a band of bisimple semigroups.
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Proof. Assume (A) and let 5 be a semilattice ß of bisimple semigroups Sa. Let a, bES, and denote the D-classes containing a and b

by Da and A, respectively. Then, by Lemma 1.1, DaQSa and D&ÇZS^
for some a, ß in ß. Hence abEDaDbQSaSßC.Saß
and baEDbDa
QSßSaQSaß-

Since

Saß is bisimple,

we conclude

that

ab£)ba.

Thus

(A) implies (B). (B) implies (C) by Lemma 1.2. Also (C) implies
(D) trivially. We shall now show that (D) implies (C). Suppose
a3)£ and cES. Let a', V, c' be one of the inverses of a, b, c respectively.
Since a'a£a
and £ is a right congruence,
we have
a'a-cc'£a-cc'.
Also, since cc'6ic and since 01 is a left congruence, we
have a-cc'Siac. Thus a'acc'Dac and likewise b'bcc'£>bc. Since a'a£)b'b,
it follows from (D) that a'acc'Ttb'bcc' and hence acT)bc. In a similar
manner, caDcb and thus 5) is a congruence.
To show that (C) implies (E), suppose <x3)¿>
so that aS)bb' where
V is an inverse of b. Since 35 is a congruence,
this implies that
ab£>bb'b or ab£)b. Thus each 3)-class of 5 is a subsemigroup of S and
moreover, since 5 is regular, it is a bisimple semigroup
[2, p. 61,
Example 6]. Denoting the Su-classes of 5 by Sa, a£ß,
we have 5
= Uj.Sa|a£ß}.
Further,
since 3) is a congruence,
SaSß is contained
in a semigroup Sy for some 7£ß.
If we define a/3 =7, then, noting
that SaSa^Sa,
ß becomes a band and thus S is a band of bisimple
semigroups.
Finally, in order to show that (E) implies (A), we use the following
result by Clifford [l ]. "Let 6 be a class of semigroups. If a semigroup
5 is a band of semigroups of type 6, then 5 is a semilattice of semigroups each of which is a rectangular
band of semigroups of type 6."
Now assuming that S is a band of bisimple semigroups, 5 is a semilattice ß of semigroups
Sa (a£ß),
where each Sa is a rectangular
band of bisimple semigroups.
If aaESaQS,
since 5 is regular, there
exists a'„ES such that aaa'aaa = aa and further aa3)aá. However,
by
Lemma 1.1 each Sa is a union of ©-classes of 5 and hence a'aESa.
Thus 5a is regular, and in particular,
quasiregular.
Consequently,

by Theorem
theorem.

1.4, Sa is bisimple,

and we have (A). This completes

the

2. Examples. In this section we consider some examples to show
that Theorem 1.5 is not true in general for semigroups which are not
regular. First we need a lemma.

Lemma 2.1. Let S be a Baer-Levi semigroup [3, ¿». 82] and T be any
semigroup. Let A = TXS be the direct product of T and S. Then (t, s)
T>(t', s') if and only if tGU', in T, and consequently the ID-classes of A are
just the sets RXS where R is an (ñ-class of T.
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Proof. The proof of the "only if" part follows if we show that the
J3-classes of A contain single elements. Now suppose (/, s)£(t', s').

Then either
(i) (t,s) = (t',s'), or
(ii) there exists x, y in T and a, b in S such that (x, a)(t, s) = (f, s')

and (y,b)(t',s')

= (t,s).

If (ii) holds, we have as = s' and bs' = s. Thus, (ba)s = b(as) =bs' = s
which contradicts
[3, Lemma 8.3]. Hence (ii) cannot hold, and we
have established the assertion.
The "if" part is clear, since 5 is right simple and any two elements

of 5 are 61-related.
Example
1. Let Ei= {ei, e2} be a right zero semigroup of order 2,
E2 = {e3, e4, es} be a left zero semigroup of order 3, and let E = EAJE2
be a disjoint union where

eiej = e¡ei = e¡ for i = 1, 2, j = 3, i,
eie¡> = e3,

e6ei = e5,

e2e5 = et,

e6e2 = e6.

The fact that £ is a semigroup can be easily verified. Moreover,
ei6ie2 and e3£e4£e5. Set T = EXS, the direct product of E and S,
where 5 is the Baer-Levi semigroup. Using Lemma 2.1, the 3D-classes

of T are given by

Di = {eu e2} XS,

Z\ = {ei+i} X S (i = 2, 3, 4).

Clearly, T is a band of the bisimple semigroups 5¿= {e,} XS, i = i,
2, 3, 4, 5. However, if sES, then (ei, s)3D(e2, s). But (e1( s)(e6, s)
= (e3, s2)ED2 and (e2, s)(e6, s) = (e4, s2)ED3. Thus 3D is not a congruence. Moreover,
T is not a semilattice
of bisimple semigroups,
for otherwise,
Lemma 1.3 would imply that 3D is a congruence.
Further Pdoes not satisfy the condition (B) of Theorem 1.5, since in
that case Lemma 1.2 would again imply that 3Dis a congruence.

Example

2. Let 5= JO, a, l} where a2 = 0, with 0 as the zero

element and 1 as the identity element. Then 3Dis a congruence, being
the identity relation. However, 5 is neither a band of bisimple semigroups nor a semilattice of bisimple semigroups.
Example 3. Let E= {ei, e2} be a left zero semigroup and let S be
the Baer-Levi semigroup. Set T = EXS. Then T is a semigroup and

by Lemma 2.1, the SD-classes of T are:
Di = {ei} XS

and

D2 = {e2} XS.

Moreover, Z>i and D2 are bisimple semigroups such that DiD2QDi
and D2DiQD2. Thus 3Dis a congruence on T and T is a band of bi-
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simple semigroups. However, if a = (ei, s) and b = (e2, s) for sES, then
abEDx and baED2. Hence, a¿» and ¿>a are not 20-related. This will
further imply that T is not a semilattice of bisimple semigroups.
Remark.
If, in Example 3 above, we write Sxx=Dlt S2x= D2, we
find that S is a rectangular
band of the bisimple semigroups Sxx and
521. But 5 is not bisimple. This shows that Theorem 1.4 is not true
in general for semigroups which are not quasiregular.
This paper is part of a Ph.D. thesis submitted
to the University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
I would like to thank Dr. R. L. Gantos for his
valuable advice and encouragement.
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